Special Products
Single Contract Cover

About Atradius
For nearly 100 years, Atradius has been supporting
businesses by providing innovative and effective
protection for domestic and international trade.
From this leading position, we have pioneered many aspects of credit
insurance that are now regarded as integral to effective credit sales
transactions. Our continuing innovations are helping to ensure that
businesses are protected against the risk of non-payment as well as
supporting their access to finance.
With 160 offices across 50 countries and access to information on
more than 200 million companies worldwide, Atradius understands
business and trade, together with the global risks.
Our Special Products are yet another Atradius innovation and provide
protections tailor-made to specific risks. This information sheet is one
of a series that helps explain the key benefits from our range of trade
credit and political risks insurance.

Special Products:
Single Contract Cover
Single Buyer Cover
Advance Payment and
Supplier Funding Cover
Non-Cancellable Credit
Limit Cover
Investment and
Overseas Assets Cover
Excess of Loss Cover

Single Contract Cover
Our Single Contract cover offers a
flexible way to purchase protection
against political and commercial risks
for specific contracts.
The cover is available to cover both
the costs incurred when the contract
is disrupted prior to shipment and
the credit risk following delivery or
completion of works.

Our database of over 100 million
private and public buyers allows us to

	
Can include cover for contractual
bonds against unfair calling or fair
call due to political risk

Key features:

Benefits to the insured:

 vailable for specific contracts; you
A
don’t need to cover every contract
	
Tailor-made solutions; cover that
precisely matches your contract

Atradius can offer this together with
cover against the unfair calling of bonds
and guarantees for both public and
private entities.
Cover is also available against the fair
calling of a bond where the call is due
to a political risk event.

offer rapid high quality risk assessment.
We have the experience to support
contracts on every continent.

	
Non-Cancellable limits
	Can support periods of up to seven
years
	Pre-shipment risk and credit
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Protection from the political and
commercial events that could
prevent fulfilment of the contract
	
Protection from the payment risk
due to political or commercial
events

	
Up to 90% indemnification for private
buyers, 95% for public buyers
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Offers a flexible way to cover
the credit and political risks of a
transaction
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